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Twin brothers discover their new home is also a portal--for an hour a day--to a parallel dimension in this spine-chilling
middle-grade adventure, perfect for fans of The Mysterious Benedict Society Twelve-year-old twins Colm and Mal might
look identical, but they’re different in just about every other way. The one thing they can agree on is that neither brother
wants to move to Chicago for a fresh start with their mom two years after their dad’s death. The boys soon discover that
their new apartment building, Brunhild Tower, is full of strange quirks: a mysterious Princess who warns them not to
wander the building at midday, eerie sounds coming from the walls, and an elevator that’s missing a button for the
thirteenth floor. Then one afternoon, that button appears, catapulting the brothers and their inquisitive new neighbor,
Tamika, into a parallel dimension and a twin building stuck in time, where the spirits of all the former residents of
Brunhild Tower live on, trapped by an ancient curse. Now, Colm, Mal, and Tamika must race against time to solve the
mystery of the phantom tower—or risk spending an eternity as ghosts themselves.
Dark magic and dark pasts haunt the characters in these short stories set in mysterious, exotic Thailand. Ghosts and
spirits and the real-life terror of despair besiege the pages of The Phantom Lover and Other Thrilling Tales of Thailand,
horror stories by award-winning writer and longtime Thailand resident Jim Algie. In these tales you'll meet: A
photojournalist who is literally haunted by the images of everyone he ever failed or exploited while getting a story. A drug
trafficker-turned-writer who confronts vulnerability in his hard-as-nails partner in crime. An executioner who explores the
nature of violence in a painful search for loving kindness. For these characters, the naturally lush, deeply spiritual, and
excitingly urban Thailand that is there home is also a place full of demons, a place where desperation is another word for
normal. Each story follows their attempts to push through and make sense of the many different shades of darkness. The
Phantom Lover and Other Thrilling Tales of Thailand warps the boundaries between the conceivable and the bizarre, and
proves that the surreal can seem very real indeed. A resident of Thailand since 1992, travel writer (and one-time punk
rocker, cable TV host, college DJ, and music journalist) Jim Algie taps into Thailand's ethos from a very unique
perspective. He offers readers the best elements from the worlds of both supernatural and horror fiction.
The Outlook
Phantom Boys
Interior
Night of the Phantom

From Richard Pike, best-selling author of Hunter Boys and The Lightning Boys volumes, comes the
newest addition to Grub StreetÕs popular Boys series; Phantom Boys. Originally developed for the
US Navy, this twin-engined supersonic long-range fighter-bomber first flew in the spring of
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1958. It then entered service for the US Navy in 1961, and in 1969 with the Fleet Air Arm and
RAF in the UK. Regarded as one of the most versatile fighters ever built, the Phantom F-4 was
the US NavyÕs fastest and highest-flying aircraft. It was flown by both US military
demonstration teams (Navy Blue Angels and the Air Force Thundercats) from 1969 to 1973. It ended
its service in 1991 with the RAF. But it continued to serve a variety of air forces across the
world, with some still in service fifty years after its first flight. Throughout the twenty
chapters of this book, thirteen contributors will take readers across the world with adventures
in the Falkland Islands, the United States of America, the United Kingdom, the Far East and
Germany. There are anecdotes of reconnaissance missions, encounters with the Russian Tupolevs,
record-breaking flights and life on HMS Ark Royal. The scope, flair and pace of the writing in
this book will appeal to the general reader as well as to the enthusiast.
LEXX Unauthorized, Series 2 - The continuing story of Kai, an undead assassin, Zev, a
combination of love slave and cluster lizard, Stanley Tweedle, a hapless security guard and 790,
a robot head, careening through space together in the LEXX, a stolen, planet destroying,
biological warship shaped like a dragonfly. In the second series, the crew travel through space,
searching for a new home, or at least a good time, while in their wake a mysterious force is
destroying the universe. LEXX was one of the strangest and most wildly surreal space operas ever
conceived, owing as much to Luis Bunuel and Alejandro Jodorowsky as to to Star Trek and Star
Wars. It was unique and unforgettable, mixing black comedy and absurdism with epic drama, and an
astonishing visual sense. Backstage, the story of the creation of the series was even more
extraordinary, a tale of regional Atlantic film makers, renegade artists, cult film makers, wild
experimentation, Canadian cultural nationalism, German entrepreneurs, new computer generated
imagery technologies and backstage chaos intersecting in wildly unpredictable ways, to create
truly exotic images and stories. The product of years of research and dozens of interviews, this
is a 'must buy' for any fan of the show itself or of science fiction movies television
generally, and an eye opening insight into film and television production, especially Canadian
and international productions.
The Phantom Tree
Windchaser
More Thrilling Tales From UK and US Operators of the McDonnell Douglas F-4
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Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of news, nature,
sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.
Phantom BoysMore Thrilling Tales from Uk and Us Operators of the Mcdonnell Douglas F-4Grub Street
Phantom Lover and Other Thrilling Tales of Thailand
Episode 1
The Independent
Educational Times

Perception is a dangerous tool to obtain, it could turn the innocent into the guilty, a sinner into a saint, and a murder into a hero. But
what happens when you are given the ability to create your own perception, will you be prove right or will you be proven wrong?
Find out what Nick Solitario does in the first episode of a future series, Night of the Phantom.
With almost 5 million copies sold 60 years after its original publication, generations of readers have now journeyed with Milo to the
Lands Beyond in this beloved classic. Enriched by Jules Feiffer’s splendid illustrations, the wit, wisdom, and wordplay of Norton
Juster’s offbeat fantasy are as beguiling as ever. “Comes up bright and new every time I read it . . . it will continue to charm and
delight for a very long time yet. And teach us some wisdom, too.” --Phillip Pullman For Milo, everything’s a bore. When a tollbooth
mysteriously appears in his room, he drives through only because he’s got nothing better to do. But on the other side, things seem
different. Milo visits the Island of Conclusions (you get there by jumping), learns about time from a ticking watchdog named Tock,
and even embarks on a quest to rescue Rhyme and Reason. Somewhere along the way, Milo realizes something astonishing. Life is
far from dull. In fact, it’s exciting beyond his wildest dreams!
Outlook
The Phantom Tollbooth
Phantom Island Book 1
Phantom Shadows

A bundle of books #2 (CAUGHT YOU) and #3 (SEE YOU) in Molly Black s Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller series! This bundle
offers books two and three in one convenient file, with over 100,000 words of reading. A notorious stretch of highway is rife
with serial killers, unsolved murders and missing-persons cases. The FBI, knowing it must crack this Bermuda Triangle of death,
assigns its most brilliant mind̶and flawed agent̶Rylie Wolf, to dive headfirst into this road of danger. Rylie must tap her
brilliant instincts to decode these cases and enter the twisted mind of killers̶while battling demons from her own dark past. In
CAUGHT YOU (Book #2), new victims are appearing, their cars crashed off the road by a reckless killer, their bodies missing.
What madness drives this serial killer? And can FBI Special Agent Rylie Wolf uncover the pattern and catch him before he
disappears for good? Rylie, still haunted by a near miss with a murderer during her childhood, tries to avoid facing her past,
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while hunting down this new killer. When the case leads her down an endless rabbit hole, she s forced to look for answers in
unlikely places, even turning to people she hoped to never speak to again. But she can t open up to her partner about what
happened̶and the clock is ticking before this killer strikes again. In a high-stakes game of cat-and-mouse, can Rylie battle her
demons and piece together the answers in time? Or will her demons drive her over the edge? In SEE YOU (Book #3), victims are
appearing across multiple state lines, seemingly no link between them. Rylie, pitted against territorial police departments, must
tap her brilliant mind to crack the riddle, and save the next victim before it s too late. At the same time, secrets from her past
that she d rather keep buried are coming to light. Can Rylie keep herself sane long enough to save the next victim? Or will the
clock finally run out for good? A complex psychological crime thriller full of twists and turns and packed with heart-pounding
suspense, the RYLIE WOLF mystery series will make you fall in love with a brilliant new female protagonist and keep you turning
pages late into the night. It is a perfect addition for fans of Robert Dugoni, Rachel Caine, Melinda Leigh or Mary Burton. Books
#4-#6 in the series̶WANT YOU, TAKE YOU, and DARE YOU̶are now also available.
A woman who earns her living on Oregon's treacherous Columbia River Bar... Bar pilot Jo Henderson knows all the myths and
legends of her native Astoria, but her knowledge of the undercurrents in local events proves more deadly than she thought
possible when an explosion dumps her into the Columbia's icy winter waters. Though she survives her first "accident," she's
unknowingly become the target of a ruthless killer. A man sworn to save lives at the risk of his own... When Bostonian John
MacFallon took the job of Astoria's police chief, he left evil behind-he thought for good. But with the suspicious "accidents"
piling up, Mac uncovers a plot that threatens to cripple the regional economy and destroy the woman who has quickly become
far too important to him.
True Tales from Aircrew of the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Fighter-Bomber
Grizzly/Wolf Duet
The Encyclopedia of Fantastic Film
Phantom Money
Provides an annotated list of books organized into seventy-five catagories of interest to children
A doctor and a reformed bad-boy vampire struggle with danger and their desires in this New York Times–bestselling paranormal
romantic suspense novel. Dr. Melanie Lipton is no stranger to the supernatural. She knows immortals better than they know
themselves, right down to their stubborn little genes. So although a handsome rogue immortal seems suspicious to her colleagues,
Sebastien Newcombe intrigues Melanie. His history is checkered, his scars are impressive, and his ideas are daring. But it's not his
ideas that have Melanie fighting off surges of desire… Bastien is used to being the bad guy. In fact, he can't remember the last time
he had an ally he could trust. But Melanie is different—and under her calm, professional exterior he senses a passion beyond
anything in his centuries of experience. Giving in to temptation is out of the question—he can't put her in danger. But she isn't
asking him… RT Book Reviews“With this excellent entry, rising star Duvall is fast proving to be a major player in paranormal
romance!”— “With a deeply emotional love story, two beautiful, complex main characters, and a pulse-pounding adventure that
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won’t let up, this book was haunting and addictive.”—The Romance Reviews
Phantom River
Dixie Reapers MC Print
The Phantom Tower
Phantom Heart
The trial of a lifetime is about to begin . . . At the center of Phantom Money lies Declan Collins, a brilliant criminal defense lawyer, who writes
a screenplay woven around an ingenious money laundering scheme. The script is nothing more than an artistic dalliance until Matt Esposito,
Collinsʼ best friend, gives it to Blackpool Studios, a new movie studio with big money. A week later, Collins and Esposito find themselves on a
private jet to Mexico to meet with an investor interested in making the screenplay into a film. Unfortunately for Declan and Matt, the “investor”
is Ramon Cayetano, the head of a very old and powerful Mexican drug cartel. Cayetano desperately needs to launder one hundred million
dollars of drug profits into the US within six months, and he intends to use Collinsʼs scheme to make that happen. Collins and Esposito are
forced to play the lead roles in the illicit operation, thrusting them into a world of intrigue, violence, and mortal danger. To survive, they must
secretly launder a mountain of money in an impossibly short time, deceive an FBI strike team, and outwit the drug lord. Sean OʼKeefe has
written a complex and exciting page-turner (think The Firm meets Ozark) that will have his readers rapt until its dramatic ending.
Thirty-five years in the making, and destined to be the last word in fanta-film references! This incredible 1,017-page resource provides vital
credits on over 9,000 films (1896-1999) of horror, fantasy, mystery, science fiction, heavy melodrama, and film noir. Comprehensive cast lists
include: directors, writers, cinematographers, and composers. Also includes plot synopses, critiques, re-title/translation information, running
times, photographs, and several cross-referenced indexes (by artist, year, song, etc.). Paperback.
The Lightning Boys 2
The Bookman
Outlook and Independent
Columbia River Thriller

Browsing an antiques shop in Wiltshire, Alison Bannister stumbles across a delicate old portrait—identified as the doomed Tudor queen, Anne
Boleyn. Except Alison knows better. The subject is Mary Seymour, the daughter of Katherine Parr, who was taken to Wolf Hall in 1557 and
presumed dead after going missing as a child. And Alison knows this because she, too, lived at Wolf Hall and knew Mary...more than four
hundred years ago. The painting of Mary is more than just a beautiful object for Alison—it holds the key to her past life, the unlocking of the
mystery surrounding Mary’s disappearance and how Alison can get back to her own time. To when she and Mary were childhood enemies yet
shared a pact that now, finally, must be fulfilled, no matter the cost. Bestselling author of House of Shadows Nicola Cornick offers a
provocative alternate history of rivals, secrets and danger, set in a time when a woman’s destiny was determined by the politics of men and luck
of birth. A spellbinding tale for fans of Kate Morton, Philippa Gregory and Barbara Erskine.
Exciting, first-hand accounts from Lightning aircrews—the sequel to the bestselling book from the author of the Hunter Boys and Phantom Boys
volumes. Lightning Boys 2 is a must-have companion to the first collection and continues the theme of tales from pilots and other crew
connected with this iconic aircraft, giving a rare insight into postwar fighter operations. In 20 separate stories to intrigue, amaze, and amuse, the
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book has also been compiled and written by Richard Pike. The reader is taken to situations as diverse as intercepting 60-plus enemy aircraft, a
desperate struggle in a cockpit flooded by tropical downpours, the difficulties of being affected by sudden and painful toothache at high
altitude, and the curious encounter with an unidentified flying object. Yet another chapter paints a dramatic reconstruction of a scene in
Germany when a Lightning, having entered an inadvertent, out-of-control spin, began an earthwards plunge towards a town center.
Ali Baba to Zombies
More Thrilling Tales from Uk and Us Operators of the Mcdonnell Douglas F-4
More Exciting, Funny, Scary, Short, Different, and Sad Books Kids Like about Animals, Science, Sports, Families, Songs, and Other Things
Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller Bundle: Caught You (#2) and See You (#3)
The highly anticipated follow-up has “more scintillating stories from both the front and rear cockpits of one of the world’s most
legendary jet fighters” (Air Classics). Once again Richard Pike has brought together brilliant, hitherto unpublished accounts
across eighteen chapters. And now there is coverage of the Americans. So, with both British and American perspectives, Phantom
Boys 2 is packed with exhilarating action. From combat in the Vietnam War to life after the Falklands War, readers will experience
a variety of wartime and peacetime tales. An array of narratives from air and ground crew cover adventures across the world; from
the UK, US and Germany to the Far East. It also includes the fascinating story of one female fighter controller’s chance to fly in a
Phantom during the 1970s. Throughout the book Richard Pike captures the drama and emotion of life in the cockpit. With such
detailed stories, readers will be gripped by this captivating book. “Pike has done an excellent job of drawing the reader into the
cockpit and then into the skies. The shared tales are engaging and quickly read. While each tale is relatively short—typically less
than fifteen pages—all are packed with the detalis, sights, and sounds of flying one of the modern age’s most iconic jet fighters.”
—Air Power History
The highly anticipated follow-up to Phantom Boys is here! Once again Richard Pike has brought together brilliant, hitherto
unpublished, accounts across eighteen chapters. And now there is coverage of the Americans. So, with both British and American
perspectives, Phantom Boys 2 is packed with exhilarating action. From combat in the Vietnam War to life after the Falklands War,
readers will experience a variety of wartime and peacetime tales. An array of narratives from air and ground crew cover
adventures across the world; from the UK, US and Germany to the Far East. It also includes the fascinating story of one female
fighter controller's chance to fly in a Phantom during the 1970s. Throughout the book Richard Pike captures the drama and
emotion of life in the cockpit. With such detailed stories, readers will be gripped by this captivating book.
Continent
A Review of Ideas and Methods
Flying Magazine
Boys' Life

A steamy YA romance inspired by Gaston Leroux's classic The Phantom of the Opera Seventeen-yearold Stephanie Armand doesn't believe in ghosts or spirits. Despite her six-year-old sister
insisting a masked figure is hiding in her closet, and the rumors at school, Stephanie isn't
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convinced her father's latest renovation project--a crumbling Victorian mansion--houses the soul
of a monster. So when the very charming (and paranormal-obsessed) Lucas Cheney takes an interest
in both Stephanie and her notorious home, Moldavia, the supernatural and romantic activity
escalates to an all-time high. But then there's Erik-- the dashing British boy, seemingly from
another era, who's taken up residence in Stephanie's nightly dreams. A boy who may have
something to do with the man in the mask, and the strange occurrences taking place at Moldavia.
More True Tales from Pilots and Crew of the English Electric Lightning
New Outlook
Phantom Boys Volume 2
LEXX Unauthorized, Series 2: The Light at the End of the Universe
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